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Encova Representatives hosted the Pathways Scholars on Friday, December 2, at their headquarters located in downtown Columbus. Brad Higgins, a member of the Supply Management and Budget team, and Ralph Smithers, AVP, Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Community Relations, spoke with the scholars about Encova’s products and services, supply chain function, career opportunities and Encova’s commitment to community involvement.

During the visit Brad Higgins encouraged the Scholars to think about what they want their career to look like. “What you do when the spotlight is not on you will determine how you perform when the spotlight is on you. Do the right things, work hard. Determine how you want to be in life and start today with those behaviors.”

Thank you to Encova, Ralph and Brad for an informative and inspiring visit. And thanks to Encova, a founding co-sponsor of the Pathways for Women in Supply Chain Program for their long-term support of the program.

Wishing you all a safe, healthy and Happy Holiday Season!
This program, offered by the Operations and Business Analytics Department, is a combination scholarship and experiential engagement program that will introduce female undergraduates to supply chain careers earlier in their college experience and provide them with opportunities to engage with industry executives in a mentoring capacity.

Learn more at:
go.osu.edu/PathwaysforWomeninSupplyChain